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379 Ronka Rd. 

Worthington, ON 
P0M 3H0 

 (705) 866-1677 
Info@VermilionRiverStewards.ca 

VermilionRiverStewards.ca 
 
 

10 September 2019 
 
Jeff Pafford 
Director of Leisure Services 
City of Greater Sudbury 
By email:  jeff.pafford@greatersudbury.ca 

 
Re: Review of Parks, Open Space & Leisure Master Plan 
 
Dear Sirs: 
 
The Vermilion River Stewardship is writing to offer our recommendations and priorities for the 
City of Greater Sudbury Parks, Open Space & Leisure Master Plan (the Plan) review. 
 
First of all, it is crucial that we highlight the significant contribution that parks, open spaces, 
natural heritage, trails and a healthy environment provide to the quality of life and health of 
Sudbury citizens.    
 
Popular Pursuits:  Public survey results consistently indicate that passive outdoor recreation 
activities like walking, hiking or biking on trails and enjoying outdoor activities are top of the list 
for Sudbury residents.  Hiking and walking are the top leisure activities, and the most common 
requests for additional activities are trails and bike paths.  Public support for spending on 
facilities is highest for nature trails, and the most popular were unorganized leisure activities 
such as trails, playgrounds and beaches. 
 
Vermilion River as a Heritage Feature:  The Vermilion River and its connecting lakes should be 
promoted and recognized as a Heritage Feature because of its rich cultural, historical and social 
value.  The Vermilion River (River) is not even mentioned in the Plan, which we submit is a 
major gap.   
  
The River provides opportunities for boating, fishing, rough camping, canoeing, kayaking and 
hiking.  Stewardship and enjoyment of this vital natural asset should be encouraged while 
protecting it from misuse and overdevelopment.  The River also provides habitat for numerous 
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endangered species such as the Bald Eagle, Blanding’s Turtle, Whippoorwill, Sturgeon, Common 
Nighthawk, and numerous other species, and is a popular recreation destination to those 
seeking enjoyment, adventure and tranquility.  
 
The Vermilion boasts a rich and active Finnish culture and history dating back to the early 
1900’s, with the River at its center; and an ancient history with artifacts found on its shores 
dating back to the Archaic period, indicating thousands of years of habitation by First Nation 
peoples. 
 
VRS recommends the Vermilion River be recognized and promoted in the Plan so it can be 
enjoyed and appreciated by the public for its diverse beauty, its fishery and its multitude of 
recreational assets. 
 
Green Space Advisory Panel Reports (GSAP):  It is important that the GSAP Reports are 
reviewed, and their recommendations incorporated into leisure activity policy.  For instance: 

• Residents in urban areas are within a 10-minute walk to a neighbourhood park, natural 
park, or linear park without crossing a major barrier; 

• Community parks are within a 20-minute walk without crossing a major barrier; 

• The gap analysis and opportunities to fill those gaps; and 

• An acquisition strategy so that action can be taken when opportunities present. 
 
Natural Heritage:  It is important to recognize the role that parks play in our natural heritage, 
and their importance to ecological health and climate change mitigation and adaptation: 

• Protect greenspace values in existing parks and ensure greenspace values are part of 
any decisions around proposed changes in parks and city-owned land; 

• Use a natural value lens for parks and city owned land to protect and enhance natural 
features and passive recreation opportunities; 

• Protect and enhance natural areas within parks in an integrated fashion to meet goals 
for climate change mitigation and adaptation (protection and enhancement of 
wetlands), stormwater management (keeping rain where it falls), flood prevention, 
regreening, watershed health and protecting water quality. 

 
Donations:  Lastly, there should be policies in place to ensure that a portion of any large private 
donation is directed towards identified city-wide parks, natural heritage and open space needs.    
 
Thank you for this opportunity to comment! 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
Linda Heron 
Chair, Vermilion River Stewardship 
 


